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PAST/CURRENT PROGRAMS

E.K. POWE TUTORING PROGRAM
The SEEC Environmental Mentorship Initiative
created the E.K. Powe Tutoring program, a
program aimed at educating the students of E.K.
Powe Elementary School on various
environmental issues and the role the students
play in determining our future. We encourage
the students to live sustainably by covering
topics like renewable energy, climate change,
and sustainable development. The students at
E.K. Powe enjoy our curriculum thoroughly and
we hope to expand our program to more local
schools in upcoming years in order to promote
grassroots change from the ground up.
Regarding funding, our Terracycle
grant—proposed by Sahil Sethi—is now in the
works. Following this, we plan to launch general
campus-related sustainability initiatives that the
students can implement themselves in order to
better their environment and their future.

TRAIL BUILDING AT ENO RIVER STATE PARK FOR
M.L.K. DAY
SEEC and friends spent M.L.K. day trail-building at
Eno River State Park. They hiked in with the tools
they needed and worked through the cold morning,
developing a new trail adjacent to the river. As one of
the participants, Emerson Wells, said, “Despite the
cold, we worked for about 3 hours digging out rocks
and evening the ground to create a new level walking
trail!” This work contributed to the larger
conservation efforts in the Eno River State Park by
replacing an old trail with one that utilizes a more
natural line across the landscape, while also offering
better water drainage. It also aids in linking up
various sections of the Mountains-to-Sea trail that
runs from either end of NC. Another participant,
Annabelle Di Lustro, said, “It was very cold, but it was
nice to work in such a beautiful environment.”
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COLLABORATIONS WITH LOCAL BUSINESSES
This past year, SEEC partnered with the popular
chain restaurant Chipotle Mexican Grill on Erwin
Road to help fundraise money to support the
NCSSM SEEC branch for their future business
ventures and events. Not only do events like
these benefit NCSSM’s SEEC division, but they
also support local businesses and give back to
the local community, increasing the popularity
and customers for local businesses.

STUDENTS STAND TOGETHER TO FIGHT AGAINST
DEFORESTATION
Enviva, a corporation that manages wood pellet
factories to provide a supplementary fuel source for
european countries, is building a wood pellet factory
in Richmond County that will result in mass
deforestation and lasting environmental health
consequences for the already-disadvantaged
community. In a coordinated effort to combat this
injustice, the NCSSM SEEC branch recently hosted a
call-in event at the school. Hundreds of NCSSM’s
student spoke up to stand against the devastation of
natural environment. Together they called the offices
of Governor Roy Cooper to encourage him to revoke
Enviva’s permit to build their factory, an effort that
SEEC hopes to continue fighting for in the future.
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OTHER BRANCH UPDATES

EAST CHAPEL HILL SEEC BRANCH
CELEBRATES AMERICA RECYCLES DAY
Late last year, the East Chapel Hill branch of
SEEC has worked with various elementary
schools in celebration of America Recycles
Day. Their club members made posters, such
as the one to the left, and decorated the
libraries of Glenwood and Estes Elementary.
For Estes, they also pulled specific
environment-related books to be featured.
In January, they planned a creek clean-up
event at Meadowmont.

CHAPEL HILL SEEC BRANCH GIVES BACK TO THE
ENVIRONMENT
This past year, the Chapel Hill branch of SEEC
conducted the Tiger Chill ‘17 (school-wide carnival).
In this event, people would throw a penny into a
flower pot and if someone managed to make it into
the flower pot, they would get to keep the pot and
choose a flower to grow. In addition, they handed
out fliers with instructions on how to recycle and
“Go Green.” Along with this event, the branch also
conducted the Bolin Creek Clean-Up ‘17. During this
event, they picked up trash along the road and near
the river for 4 hours, thereby making a substantial
impact! Additionally, they conducted the UNC
Community Garden Volunteering ‘17 with Climate
LEAP. For this event, they organized flower/plant
beds, cleared out summer crops, created compost
piles, and planted fresh seeds. Finally, they aided
with signups for the Dogwood Alliance Petition.
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ENLOE SEEC BRANCH MAKING THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE
The Enloe branch of SEEC has worked hard and
finally completed the Enloe Greenhouse in their
Courtyard. For several years, the Enloe
Greenhouse has remained unused and
unorganized to properly grow any plants. With
the help of the Enloe Biology Department,
Enloe’s branch managed to clean out and repair
the greenhouse for AP Biology and AP
Environmental Science class use. Students are
now using the greenhouse to conduct labs, hold
interactive tutoring sessions, and more! SEEC is
also working with the Enloe Food Ark to take
advantage of the newly renovated greenhouse
and grow vegetables for a upcoming food drive.

Furthermore, the Enloe branch has finished
planting a NC native species garden! With
multiple unused plots of land in the back of
Enloe’s lot, past clubs have tried to cultivate the
soil beds to grow different types of crops as
part of their APES curriculum. Enloe SEEC
decided to step in and plant 4 types of NC
native species - Eastern Redbud, Carolina Rose,
Wood Fern, and Lowbush Blueberry- with
permission from the school’s science
departments.
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Finally, Enloe SEEC worked with Enloe
Environmental Science Department to
organize weekly tutoring. With several SEEC
members interested in tutoring their peers in
environmental science, they worked with
Environmental Science Department to
organize weekly tutoring. They have roughly
12 regular tutors per day. They also offer SEEC
members extra hours in a collaboration with
Enloe Key Club for their time. Nice job Enloe
SEEC!

PROJECT DEVELOPMENTS
● Vincent Xia has numerous programs planned ahead for the club as well as already hosting
events for the Triangle community, such as helping lead a tree planting activity with “Keep
Durham Beautiful” with another SEEC member, Andrew Paris, this past Martin Luther King, Jr.
Day of Service. He plans on holding a STEM vendor located at “Girls World Expo” in the
Raleigh region. Aside from hosting events, he is also enthusiastic about spreading
environmental science knowledge onto other people. In accordance with that mission,
NatureWay 2018, a free day camp to educate and stimulate interest in STEM in the context of
natural environment, registration is currently underway.
● The SEEC environmental mentorship program at E. K. Powe is a great addition to SEEC’s
current programs. This programs meets with elementary school children on Tuesdays and
discusses important topics related to the environment. This past week, the mentors of the
program have recently finished discussing units on energy and climate change. The following
week, the mentors planned to cover the topics on school-related sustainability initiatives that
the students are able to implement themselves in their daily life. If you are interested in being
part of this great addition, please contact Ashwin Subramaniam for more information.
● Melissa McCullough is the Senior Sustainability Advisor for the EPA Sustainable and Healthy
Communities Research Program. Alyssa Chen is working on inviting Melissa McCullough to
speak to NCSSM students to discuss sustainability in modern times. Alongside, Paul Ehrlich,
American biologist whose main topic is on carrying capacity and limited resources, is also
invited to talk about the impacts of agricultural evolution, as well as evolution of modern
speech and its impacts on human facial development. The dates for the guest speakers are to
be determined.
● SEEP Podcast led by Megan Wu is under process. Before Mid-February, the SEEP members
plan on releasing their latest podcast as well as releasing other podcasts as well. If interested
in helping Megan Wu in preparation and creation of the podcast, please contact her for more
information!
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● TerraCycle, a large international organization on recycling traditional non-recyclable items, is
partnering with UNC-CH to allow individuals and organizations to collect waste and ship it to
TerraCycle. Together, UNC-CH and NCSSM are able to fund their objectives in decreasing
waste.

WHAT CAN YOU DO TO GET INVOLVED?
From cleanups and speakers to activism and tutoring, there are countless ways to get involved with
SEEC today! If you or someone you know is interested in promoting environmental literacy and helping
to better our planet, contact your local SEEC branch or email us at "contact@ncseec.org" to start
participating today. Whether you're looking to join a project, or you're looking to lead your own, we
can help provide the resources and funding to do it all!

If you are interested in leadership next year, make sure that you stay involved in these projects! We
are already starting to make notes on people who have shown initiative and will continue to do so
throughout the rest of the year! If you are interested in launching new projects, just let us know!
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